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FEM-based numerical investigation was conducted to investigate the fracture characteristics of heterogeneous rocks with
preexisting surface flaws under dynamic loadings. Different types of cracks from initiation to coalescence of the specimen with
a single flaw were reproduced in numerical tests, which were very highly agreed with experimental results. Numerical testing on
specimens with a single flaw demonstrated that the crack behaviors, including its path, length, and cracking velocity, were
significantly different on the surface of and inside the rock specimen. In addition, the higher the incident pressure level applied,
the longer the cracking distance propagated; the more the AE count is, the larger the AE energy released and the greater the
fragmentized. Furthermore, the cutting depth of flaw could significantly affect crack propagation patterns and AE charac-
teristics. When the cutting depth of flaw is equal to the thickness of the specimen, there would be no shell-like crack emerged.
Subsequently, testing results of the multi-preexisting flaws indicated that the surface flaws on the specimen made the crack
initiation and coalescence behaviors more complicated. +e coalescence between flaw tips is not easy, and the coalescence of
preexisting flaws needs two or multiple cracks to achieve. +e coalescence points occurred not only in the preexisting flaw but
also in the trajectory of the wing cracks and antiwing cracks. +e accumulative AE energy and AE counts are positively
correlated with the amounts of preexisting flaws. Finally, crack evolution under dynamic and static loading was compared.
Short tensile cracks are found to be the most common crack type, which are responsible for specimen failure. +ese findings
could give a better explanation on the crack initiation and propagation of rock specimen with preexisting flaw, which is the
phenomenon that has not been observed in many dynamic experiments.

1. Introduction

+e response of rocks under dynamic loading is of great
significance for rock engineering, which directly affects the
structural stability. +e failure of heterogeneous rock under
dynamic loading is commonly associated with crack
propagation along preexisting defects and is related to
initiation and accumulation of new cracks. Fractures nor-
mally exist in many rock engineering projects, and they
generally expose on the surface of rock masses, which can be
treated as surface fracture in three dimensions. +e surface
flaw was the widespread type of crack; therefore, systematic
study on themechanisms of crack initiation and propagation
process in rocks with existing surface flaws under dynamic

loading is important for rock engineering, mining engi-
neering, and earthquake prediction [1, 2].

In recent decades, many experimental investigations
have been conducted to study the mechanical properties of
rocks under dynamic loading [3–10]. In research examining
accurate dynamic characterization of rock test, one of the
controversial topics is the loading rate effects. Generally,
researchers hold the opinion that the loading rate has effects
on the strength of rocks [11–14]. With an increase in the
loading rate, rock dynamic compressive strength presents
a significant increase. Liao et al. [15, 16] adopted the FEM-
based numerical code rock failure process analysis (RFPA)
to simulate the damage and failure of rock materials under
dynamic loading. +ey investigated the effects of different
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designs of the rock specimen, which will further significantly
affect the testing results. Meanwhile, many researchers in-
vestigated the influence of loading rate on the dynamic
mechanical properties, and it has been revealed by extensive
experiments that fragmentation of rocks is obviously related
to the loading rate [17–19].

However, few studies paid attention to the dynamic
crack propagation behavior in rock-like material specimens
with preexisting flaws. Jiang et al. [20] investigated in detail
the dynamic crack coalescence of the 3D printed specimens
with preset cracks during SHPB tests. +ey captured the
crack pattern and dynamic behavior of the specimen with
multiflaws. Li and Zhou carried out dynamic impact tests
using a modified split-Hopkinson pressure bar device with
the aid of a high-speed camera to study the cracking process
and failure of rocks containing a single flaw.+ey found that
cracking involves two major stages: the formation of white
patches and development of macrocracks. Wang et al. [21]
observed the dynamic crack behavior due to the impacting of
the drop hammer on the defective PMMA medium of
manufactured hole defect using the test system of digital
laser dynamic caustics. +e stress intensity factor and ve-
locity at the running crack tips were analyzed and concluded
that the influence of empty hole defects of brittle materials
on dynamic fracturing is great. In addition, Zou et al. [22]
investigated the failure behavior of rock specimens with
a single preexisting flaw under dynamic loading during
SHPB tests. It is found that the compressive strength, the
nominal elastic modulus, and the failure strain of the
gypsum specimens increase apparently with the strain rate,
and shear cracks are observed to be the dominant crack types
under dynamic loadings.

Owing to the nontransparent nature of rocks, it is hard to
trace the initiation and propagation of fractures in the
laboratory. Although some new techniques, such as the CT
scanning and 3D printing technology and acoustic emission
detection technology, are adopted to observe the failure
process [23], it is too expensive to perform a large number of
such experiments. Numerical methods present an alternate
way to investigate the fracturing of cracks in rock and rock-
like materials, which has the advantage over the experi-
mental method in capturing the crack propagation inside the
rock sample, obtaining the stress/strain distribution of the
rock sample and avoiding some errors in laboratory. Liang
et al. [24] (2014) developed RFPA3D, which is an extension of
RFPA2D to investigate the initiation, propagation, and co-
alescence of 3D cracks. Its advantage is to handle material
heterogeneity, nonlinearity, and boundary and simulate the
3D fracture in rock-like material. However, as far as the
numerical simulation of 3D dynamic surface fracture is
concerned, little information has been reported in the lit-
erature. In dynamic aspect, Li and Wong [25] studied the
influence of loading conditions on the cracking process and
type of propagation based on the finite element method and
nonlinear dynamics. +ey concluded that shear cracks are
initiated prior to the tensile cracks under a high loading rate.
Further research in many numerical methods would be of
great help in rock dynamic characteristics [5, 26, 27]. For
instance, Yang et al. [28, 29] numerically researched the

cracking patterns of rocks with a preexisting crack subjected
to dynamic loading. +ey pointed out that the crack
propagation could be affected by the applied loading, rock
tensile strength, and rock heterogeneity.

In this study, RFPA3D_Dynamic numerical analysis tool
is used to investigate the 3D fracture process of rocks
containing preexisting surface flaws. Firstly, fracturing
process of rocks with a single preexisting surface flaw was
preferentially modeled. +e characteristics of crack initia-
tion, propagation, and coalescence both on the surface of
and inside the rocks were investigated in detail. Sub-
sequently, influences of the amplitude of incident pressure
and the cutting depth of surface flaw were analyzed.
Moreover, analysis on the multi-preexisting surface flaws
was numerically carried out to point out the effect of their
interactions on the crack initiation, propagation, and co-
alescence. Finally, different cracking behavior of the speci-
men with a single surface preexisting flaw under dynamic
and static loading is discussed. And the velocity of the wing
cracks and shell-like cracks is also investigated.

2. Methods

2.1. Brief Description of RFPA3D. In this study, an FEM-
based numerical tool, rock failure process analysis (RFPA)
code, was used to simulate the failure process of rocks with
preexisting flaws [24, 30]. However, we know that the rock is
a heterogeneous material filled by the disorder of micro-
structures, which plays a significant role on the mechanical
properties of rock [16]. +erefore, the rock heterogeneity
should be considered and implemented in the numerical
model. +e rock heterogeneity can be well characterized by
using the statistical method. In RFPA3D, the numerical
testing sample is composed by elements which have exactly
the same shape and size. It is assumed that the distribution of
elemental mechanical parameters, including the strength,
Poisson ratio, elastic modulus, and density, can be depicted
by the Weibull distribution function, as follows:

ϕ(α) �
m

α0
·

α
α0

 

m−1

· e
− α/α0( )

m

, (1)

where ϕ(α) is the statistical distribution density of a me-
chanical property α; m defines the shape of the Weibull
distribution function, named “heterogeneity index”; α is the
mechanical parameter of element, e.g., the strength, elastic
modulus, Poisson ratio, and weight; and α0 refers to the
average of the element parameters. According to theWeibull
distribution, with increasing m, the rocks tend to be
homogeneous.

Due to the wide application of RFPA, other detailed
principles can be found in Zhu et al. [6] and Liang et al. [24].

2.2. Calculation of Crack Speed. +e speed of crack propa-
gation is a significant characteristic for dynamic crack
propagation in theoretical studies and engineering appli-
cations. According to a study by Suzuki et al. [31], the speed
of crack propagation can be expressed as the speed in
a certain direction when the crack branching or curving
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angle is relatively small. Figure 1 demonstrates the method
for calculating the crack propagation velocity, where s1 and
s2 refer to the crack propagation distance before and after
branch and τ1 and τ2 correspond to the consumption time of
s1 and s2. +e crack length s1 and s2 are the propagation
distances of consumption time t1 and t2, respectively. Es-
pecially, the crack length τ2, as shown in the schematic
diagram, shows that the crack curving or branching angle
cannot be always ignored and expressed by the distance in
the vertical or horizontal direction but can also be applied to
this method. +erefore, the crack propagation velocity is
meant for a certain macro select crack, and the propagation
of select crack requires continuity. To ensure the accuracy of
the calculating result, the time interval would be shorter in
a certain time range, especially the moment when the crack
curving and branching [28]. +e velocity of crack propa-
gation can be expressed as follows:

v �
s

t
, (2)

where t is the time interval and s is the crack propagation
distance in the time interval t.

3. Numerical Model Setup

Ten groups of numerical tests were prepared to investigate
3D rock failure process under dynamic loading, as detailed
in Table 1. Figure 2(a) shows the setup of numerical models
and all the incident compressive stress waves directly applied
on the top of specimens. Moreover, a free reflected boundary
is adopted on all the boundaries of the specimen, and the
supporting end of the specimen is fixed to simulate the SHPB
tests under ideal conditions.+e length, width, and height of
the specimens are 80mm, 40mm, and 40mm, respectively.
+e single preexisting flaw is set to be a semielliptic flaw that
is embedded at the center of each specimen, as shown in
model I. Half of the major axial diameter and minor axial
diameter are set to 8mm and 6mm, and the thickness of
the flaw is 0.5mm. In these simulations, the initial mean
values of the static compressive strength, elastic modulus,
and Poisson ratio for all the elements are 99.6MPa,
44.7GPa, and 0.33, respectively. +e mesh size of the nu-
merical model is 160× 80× 80 with 1,458,000 elements
which, therefore, effectively reduce the required computer
memory and computational time used to simulate an
80mm× 40mm× 40mm rock mass.

In an attempt to more adequately reveal the response of
specimens with the preexisting flaw under different dynamic
loading conditions, three incident compressive stress waves
as emerged in Figure 3 were considered in numerical
simulation. +ese compressive stress waves are triangle
compressive stress wave. All stress waves are 48 μs in du-
ration, but with different amplitude values.

+e effect of flaw geometry on crack propagation and AE
characteristic is analyzed with the single preexisting flaw
specimen. In this article, only one flaw geometry parameter
(the flaw depth) is considered, which is the minor axial
diameter length. Detailed descriptions of specimens with

different single flaw geometries are listed in Table 1. For
example, case I denotes a single-flawed specimen with flaw
depth 20mm and angle α� 45°.

In cases 5 and 6, these rock specimens with two and three
parallel preexisting flaws would be conducted as illustrated
in models II and III, as shown in Figures 2(b) and 2(c). In
multiflaw tests, parallel preexisting cracks lied at 45° with
a 10mm crack spacing. +e crack coalescence was simulated
with the specimens containing multiflaws, which used for
revelation those specimen failure mechanisms under dy-
namic loading, whose simulation experimental model ge-
ometry, material parameters, and meshing are the same with
the single preexisting specimen.

According to a study by Liang et al. [24], preexisting
fractures can be referred to as flaw, whereas initiated fracture
can be referred to as cracks. Shell-like cracks in this study are
distinguished from the wing cracks in the 2D study, which
initiated at the inner contour of the existing flaw along
loading direction.

s2

s1

t1

τ1 τ2

t2 t3

Figure 1: Schematic diagram for measurement of crack propa-
gation speed.

Table 1: +ree flaw dip depths, model case, loading case, and
homogeneity indices of rock are considered.

Case
number

Cutting
depth

of flaw (mm)

Homogeneity
index

Model
case Loading case

1 6 m� 4 Model I Loading caseI

2 6 m� 4 Model I Loading
caseII

3 6 m� 4 Model I Loading
caseIII

4 6 m� 4 Model II Loading caseI

5 6 m� 4 Model
III Loading caseI

6 20 m� 4 Model I Loading caseI
7 40 m� 4 Model I Loading caseI
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4. Numerical Simulation on Dynamic
Fracture of Rocks with a Single Preexisting
Surface Flaw

4.1.�e Rock Fracture Characteristic under Dynamic Loading

4.1.1. �e Crack Initiation and Propagation on the Surface of
the Specimen. Figure 4 depicts the cracking sequence on the
surface of the specimen from initiation to �nal failure with
the preexisting �aw specimen under loading case I (case 1).
Figure 5 presents the distribution of AE events at select time.
In order to describe more clearly, the specimen is adjusted

the view direction as instructed in the �gure. For the AE
events, the red circle refers to the shear failure, while the blue
one stands for the tensile failure.

Based on the numerically simulated results, the failure
process of the specimens that were subjected to dynamic
compressive loading can be divided into four stages: the
stage before crack initiation, the crack initiation stage, the
crack propagation stage, and the �nal failure stage. During
the �rst stage (about t< 30 μs), the displacement �elds in-
duced by the incident compressive waves at t� 20 μs for case
1 are shown in Figure 4(a), which demonstrated the
propagation of stress waves and the AE events spatial dis-
tribution in the specimen. �e AE counts randomly dis-
tributed inside the rock sample are induced by shear failure
in this stage. It is interesting to note that the failure modes
near the loading surface and preexisting surface �aw are
signi�cantly di�erent, i.e., shear failure near the loading
surface while tensile failure on the edge of the preexisting
surface �aw. �e authors believed that the shear failure near
the loading surface is caused by discretely distributed weak
elements while the tensile failure surrounding the surface
�aw resulted from stress concentration. �e reason for no
crack is mainly because that the stress wave loading time is
short, and the low stress cannot make the damaged elements
to form a crack.

With the stress waves propagating, the specimen would
enter the crack initiation stage after t� 30 μs. In this stage,
the stress concentrated on the two tips of the preexisting �aw
caused by the incident waves and then released when it
reached the elementary capacity caused damage. Many
damage elements were seen concentrated at the two tips of
the preexisting �aw and wing cracks. It can be also seen that
the AE events increase due to initiation of wing cracks
around the preexisting �aw and are observed to concentrate
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Figure 2: Numerical model of the rock specimen under dynamic loading conditions, where a, b, and c refer to the single �aw, two parallel
�aws, and three parallel �aws. (a) �e single �aw mode. (b) �e two parallel �aws mode. (c) �e three parallel �aws mode.
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Figure 3: Dynamic impact compressive stress waves applied on the
top surface of the specimen.
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around the preexisting �aw mainly in the tensile mode. �e
wing crack initiated at the up tip propagated toward the top
of the specimen, while the other one at the down tip to the
bottom of the specimen.

�e symbol to enter the propagation stage is the antiwing
cracks are initiated at a certain distance from two tips of the
preexisting �aw and rapidly propagated parallel to the
loading direction around time t� 40 μs. When the antiwing
cracks reached the tips of the preexisting �aw, the other end
of the wing crack still propagated to the top or bottom of the
specimen, which is approximately parallel to the loading
direction. Meanwhile, the direction of wing cracks �rst

changed to the right side specimen boundary, which was
a�ected by the maximum principal stress. But, when
t� 50 μs, the wing cracks returned to propagate to the
loading direction again and the right tip of the wing cracks
propagated to the specimen top at about time t� 60 μs with
no branching. AE events (or damaged elements) were ob-
served to concentrate around the preexisting �aw mainly in
the tensile mode, including the two tips of the �aw, where
wing or antiwing cracks appeared apparently. With prop-
agation of wing and antiwing cracks as well as the specimen
inside crack initiation and propagation (40 μs≤ t≤ 60 μs),
the AE events that damaged mainly in the tensile mode
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Figure 4: Numerical simulation of the x-axial displacement presents the crack behavior from initiation to failure mode at di�erent select
time: (a) t� 20 μs, (b) t� 30 μs, (c) t� 40 μs, (d) t� 45 μs, (e) t� 50 μs, and (f) t� 60 μs.
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increased gradually and were accompanied by a small
amount of shear mode. From the crack behavior and AE
event distribution in this stage, the specimen was in
a complex stress state. �e reason why wing cracks and
antiwing crack propagation are di�erent is due to the re-
�ection of stress waves on the left and right sides and the
presence of surface cracks. When the stress wave reached
right and left side boundaries, it transfers to tensile stress
wave and superposed with the subsequent wave. �is also
explained the elements mainly in tensile failure at this stage.
�e existing of superimposed stress wave altered the dis-
tribution of maximum principal stress resulting in a change
in the propagation direction of the wing cracks. Never-
theless, the presence of preexisting �aw results in di�erent
stress states in the right upper and left down regions, which
are the propagation area of antiwing cracks. In the right
upper of �aw, because of the re�ected waves from the
preexisting �aw, it counteracted to alter the principal stress
direction, which was caused by the superimposed wave on
the left side boundary. While, in the left down area of the
�aw, the preexisting �aw blacked the incident stress wave
propagation caused this area had little superimposed stress
wave. �is also accounts for that the wing cracks and
antiwing cracks above the preexisting �aw are longer than
the corresponding cracks under the existing �aw. �e ele-
ments were mainly in the tensile failure mode. It is note-
worthy that a new type of cracking was observed propagating
nearly perpendicular to the surface of the wing cracks with
the stress wave propagation when time t� 50 μs. During the

crack propagation stage (40 μs≤ t≤ 60 μs), the wing cracks
and antiwing cracks appeared and lead to “X” shape
propagation mode as presented in Figure 4(f), which
emerged in many rock dynamic experiments and articles
[32–34] and 2014), as shown in Figure 6. �is veri�es the
accuracy of the numerical simulation in this study in the
survey of crack evolution.

In addition, a large number of short tensile cracks were
observed to emerge when t� 60 μs, and the specimen
appeared to be completely destabilized entering the �nal
failure stage. �ese tensile cracks were due to the super-
position of incident and re�ected stress wave from the
bottom of the specimen and caused the �nal failure mode.
�is phenomenon may also be another reason to explain the
rock specimen appeared more fragmentation in experiment,
which was conducted by Zou et al. [35]. �e AE rate sud-
denly became substantially high as a result of a larger
number of tensile cracks induced by the superposition
tensile waves. �e distribution of AE events was consistent
with the failure pattern of a specimen with the preexisting
�aw.

4.1.2. �e Crack Initiation and Propagation inside the
Specimen. In order to more expressly account for internal
crack propagation, half of the specimen to the horizontal and
vertical direction were cut away to observe the cross section
of A-A′ and B-B′, as shown in Figure 2(a). Figures 7 and 8
describe the propagation process of cracks along slice B-B′
and A-A′, respectively.

The front
boundary

The loading
direction

(a)

Y

(b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 5: �e distribution of AE at select time: (a) t� 20 μs, (b) t� 30 μs, (c) t� 40 μs, (d) t� 45 μs, (e) t� 50 μs, and (f) t� 60 μs.
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In Figure 7, these shell-like cracks on the cross section of
B-B′ are initiated at the lateral part of the initial �aw at time
t� 40 μs when the wing cracks had propagated a certain
distance, and the initial propagation direction was along the
dynamic loading direction while the wing cracks (antiwing
cracks) had already altered their propagation direction to the

side boundaries at time t� 40 μs. When these horizontal
tensile cracks appeared on the surface of the specimen
around time t� 45 μs, these horizontal tensile cracks
emerged inside the specimen in the same manner, which
were also perpendicular to the dynamic loading direction.
�ese horizontal tensile cracks initiated inside the specimen

1
2

3

1

1
1 2

3

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: Failure modes under dynamic loading by (a) Li et al. [32] and (b) and (c) Zou et al. [33].
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Figure 7: Plot of propagation of shell-like crack inside the rock specimen that contains the �aw of 45° at di�erent select time on section B-B′:
(a) t� 20 μs, (b) t� 30 μs, (c) t� 40 μs, (d) t� 45 μs, (e) t� 50 μs, and (f) t� 60 μs.
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propagated and coalesced to the horizontal tensile cracks
that appeared on the surface around at time t� 50 μs, as
shown in Figure 7(b). �ese new horizontal tensile cracks
were generated by the stress re�ecting in the area which
consisted of the wing cracks, shell-like cracks, and the
preexisting �aw, which were perpendicular to the loading
direction.

Besides, these shell-like cracks never propagated to the
top or bottom boundaries and stopped extending when they
attached the wing cracks (or antiwing cracks). However, the
wing crack (or antiwing cracks) could reach the top or
bottom boundary, as shown in Figures 7(e)–7(f). Based on
our numerical results, the shell-like cracks are a unique type
of crack in the 3D state and cannot be regarded as extensions
of wing crack.

Figure 8 depicts the propagation process of cracks along
the slice A–A′. When the wing cracks had already initiated
and propagated at time t� 30 μs, the shell-like cracks began
to grow at this time along the inside contour of the surface
�aw. With the incident compressive stress wave propaga-
tion, the wing cracks and shell-like cracks continued to grow,
and the antiwing cracks appeared on the surface of the
specimen at time t� 40 μs (Figure 8(c)). Due to the co-
alescence of the antiwing cracks and the shell-like cracks,
a semiellipse on the cross section of A–A′ was seen at this
time, as shown in Figure 8. A new type of inside crack was

observed, initiating at the shell-like cracks contour line at
time t� 45 μs when the wing cracks stop propagating. And
then, they propagated toward the specimen’s back boundary
in a certain distance with no branching. However, at t�50 μs,
this new type of inside cracks emerged crack branching and
propagated toward the two sides and back boundaries of the
specimen, as shown in Figure 8(e). �e intersection of the
secondary cracks and the boundary was in the middle place
at t� 60 μs. �e AE counts distribution could also obviously
present these cracks, which are mainly in the tensile failure
mode, as shown in Figure 4(f ). One possible reason to
account for this is that the applied stress wave was re�ected
multiple times on the front, back, left, and right specimen
boundaries and superimposed tensile waves in the middle
area prompting these new types of inside cracks to the
corresponding boundary.

4.1.3.�e AE Energy Characteristics under Dynamic Loading.
To examine the AE characteristics of the specimen con-
taining a single �aw under dynamic loading, the history of
the released cumulative AE energy and AE events was
recorded as shown in Figure 9.

At the beginning of the dynamic compressive loading,
the value of stress wave was initially muted. Only a small
number of weak elements in numerical specimen occurred.
Until the wing cracks appeared around the preexisting �aw,
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Figure 8: Plot of propagation of shell-like crack inside of the rock specimen that contains the �aw of 45° at di�erent select time on section
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AE event counts and AE energy gradually increased when t
was 30 μs. However, in the stage of before crack initiation,
the amount of AE counts and accumulative AE energy
released are still low. With the incident waves applying
(about 30 μs≤ t≤ 45 μs), the specimen went to the crack
initiation. Since di�erent types of cracks initiated and
propagated, the AE counts occur frequently and the cu-
mulative AE energy was markedly increased. When the
specimen entered the crack propagation stage (about
45 μs≤ t≤ 60 μs), the incident stress wave was completely
applied and occurred the re�ection inside the specimen. �e
specimen is signi�cantly increasing of AE counts and re-
leased energy in this stage. �is may be caused by the
propagation of inside crack and appearance of the large
number of tensile cracks, as shown in Figure 7(f ). When the
loading time was greater than 60 μs, the specimen was in the
failure stage and a large number of tensile cracks emerged.
�e number of AE counts dropped rapidly, and the accu-
mulative AE energy released increased slowly. �us, the
failure of the specimen under dynamic loading could be
predicted by the sharp increase in the number of AE counts
and the accumulative AE energy released signi�cantly
increased.

4.2. E�ect of the Amplitude of the Incident Pressure on Dy-
namicFailureProcess. Figure 10 depicts the failure processes
of rock samples for di�erent amplitudes of the incident
wave, i.e., the testing nos. 1, 2, 3, and so on in Table 1. When
t ≤ 20 μs, there was no di�erence for the preexisting �aw
specimens subjected to di�erent dynamic loadings. In this
phase, the specimen underwent an elastic deformation, and
very few microfractures AE events were observed
throughout the entire specimen.When t is equal to 30 μs, the
wing cracks appeared at two tips of the �aw in all three
di�erent impact loading cases and the antiwing cracks also
formed at the surface of the specimens. For the condition P
equal to 50MPa, only some damaged elements occurred
around the preexisting �aw, and stress concentration was
observed around the edge of the �aw as shown in Figure 10(a),
especially the two tips of the �aw. When P � 60 MPa, more

damage elements occurred at two �aw tips and the wing
cracks appeared. However, for the condition P equal to
70MPa, more damaged elements occurred around the
preexisting �aw than in the case of P� 60MPa.

When time was 50 μs, the wing cracks and antiwing
cracks propagated on the surface of the specimen, and the
propagation length increased with the peak value.

With a higher P condition, it was obvious that the
upwing cracks on the surface of the specimen propagated to
the specimen top in a shorter time. For example, the
antiwing cracks in the case of P� 70MPa propagated up-
ward to the top of the specimen and the wing cracks with no
crack branching at time t� 60 μs. However, the antiwing
cracks only propagated a certain distance for the condition P
equal to 50MPa. Meanwhile, more cracks were formed on
the surface of the specimen with a higher condition of P
value, and these phenomena also appeared inside the
specimen such as the shell-like cracks, as shown in Fig-
ures 10(d)–10(d″). In the failure mode stage, it could be seen
that the test with a lower amplitude value produced few
fragments among those three conditions. In other words, the
area of fragmentation increased with increasing stress wave
amplitude, which agrees with the �ndings in laboratory [36].
�e main reason for this phenomenon is that the bigger the
peak value, the more the energy the incident wave carries,
regardless of the degree of fragmentation and crack
propagation.

Figure 11 presents the AE counts and the accumulated
AE energy versus time for three di�erent incident waves. It is
found that the accumulated AE counts increased with in-
creasing stress wave amplitude. From Figure 11, it can be
observed that the shapes of the AE count curve for di�erent
stress wave amplitudes are generally similar. �e occurrence
of AE counts concentrated on the loading period ranges
from 30 μs to 70 μs, which could be divided into two sections.
When the loading time increased from 30 μs to 50 μs, the
crack initiated and propagated around the preexisting �aw
on the surface of the specimen, and during the next period
(50 μs≤ t≤ 70 μs) a large peak appeared due to propagation
of the cracks inside the specimen including the spalling
cracks across the specimen, which are mainly caused by the
re�ected stress waves. Figure 12 presents the relationship
between applied stress wave amplitude and the derived
accumulated AE counts. �e AE counts were greatest for the
case of P� 70MPa.�e time of the AE counts peak appeared
earlier with increasing amplitude values, and the accumu-
lative AE counts followed the same law which appeared
greater with increasing amplitude values. �e main reason
for this phenomenon is that the bigger the peak value
condition, the more the energy the incident wave carries.
�e specimen has more energy for crack propagation and
AE events.

4.3. E�ect of the Cutting Depth of Flaw on Dynamic Failure
Process. Since crack propagation process was analyzed be-
fore when stress wave I was applied, the failure process
analysis was concentrated on cases 6 and 7. Only the sig-
ni�cant di�erence in crack propagation and AE
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Figure 9: Numerical simulation of AE counts and AE energy
versus time due to impact loading with single �aw.
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characteristic for di�erent �aw depths was investigated. �e
x-axial displacement distribution, as well as cracking se-
quence from initiation to �nal failure, for di�erent �aw
depths under stress wave I was shown in Figures 13 and 14.
When twas 30 μs, for case 6, the initiation of wing cracks and
shell-like cracks was the same as described above. However,
for case 8, the wing cracks had already initiated and
propagated a certain distance at this time. Meanwhile, there
were no shell-like cracks initiated inside the specimen.
When t was 40 μs, the antiwing cracks and the shell-like
cracks initiated and propagated in case 6. But, for case 7, only
the left tip of the �aw initiated the antiwing crack on the
surface. And many short cracks initiated and formed a crack
band that was parallel to the preexisting �aw at a distance
above the �aw. When t was 60 μs, for case 6, the antiwing
cracks propagated to the top of the specimen that was
di�erent from that of case 1. �ere also appeared a new type
of cracks, which were perpendicular to the loading direction,
connected shell-like cracks, and antiwing cracks. For case 7,
no shell-like cracks and new type of cracks as mentioned
above appeared inside the specimen. Comparing three
di�erent �aw depths, it is only a deeper �aw that initiated

more cracks and had a faster crack propagation process
leading to a more e�ective fragmentation.�ese phenomena
indicated that the �aw depth is not only closely related to the
crack propagation behavior and failure mode but it also
a�ects the fragmentation of rock.

Figure 15 illustrates the physical test results of the rock-
like specimen with the �aw cut through the entire specimen
under the dynamic loading test conducted by Zou et al.
(2015). As can be seen from the experimental results, a series
of cracks composing a “X” shape crack band lead to the
macroscopic failure. Numerical simulations in this article
have shown that the simulated crack propagation process
and failure mode are highly consistent with the physical
experiment conducted by Zou.

Figure 16 presents numerical simulations of AE counts
and the accumulative AE energy released versus time for
di�erent cutting depths of the �aw (Figure 17). Figure 18
describes the accumulative AE count with di�erent cutting
depths of the �aw. It is indicated that the characteristic of AE
counts and cumulative energy have a di�erence with dif-
ferent �aw depths. For case 7, the AE counts increased to the
peak dramatically when t� 35 μs and then gradually
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Figure 10: Numerical simulation of the e�ect of three kinds of compressive stress waves on the failure process of specimens. �e �rst row
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decreased until t was 60 μs. And, AE counts increased
dramatically at about t� 30 μs and increased to the peak at
t� 45 μs in case 6. �ese phenomena illustrate that the time
of AE counts peak and the distribution of AE counts are
closely related to the depth of the �aw. Meanwhile, with

increasing cutting depth of the �aw, the accumulative AE
energy released and AE counts increased obviously.

�e most likely to account for these phenomena are that
as �aw depth increased, more stress waves re�ected at the
preexisting �aw and the re�ected waves then superposed.
With the cutting depth of �aw increasing, the more stress
waves are blocked and re�ected by the preexisting �aw, the
more stress waves are superposed, which generate more AE
events, energy, and cracks.

5. Numerical Simulation on Dynamic
Fracture of Rocks with Surface Multiflaws

As mentioned above, the dynamic impact loading had
a great in�uence on the crack initiation and propagation of
the specimen with a single �aw. However, for specimens
containing multi�aws, the coalescence of preexisting �aws
played a decisive role on the mechanical properties of the
rock mass. �e real-time crack coalescence behavior of the
specimens containing multi�aws was analyzed, as shown in
Figures 18 and 19, and the de�nition of the �aws I and II in
model b and I and III in model c had been described in
Figures 2(b) and 2(c). �e key research results were de-
scribed as follows.
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Figure 11: Numerical simulation of AE counts and accumulative AE energy versus time due to impact with the maximum pressures of (a)
50MPa, (b) 60MPa, and (c) 70MPa.
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For model b, the wing crack initiated at the left tip of the
second �aw (II) at t� 35 μs and coalesced to the same side tip
of the �rst �aw (I) at t� 40 μs. Before time t� 45 μs, no wing
crack was observed in the bottom right tips of the �rst �aw
(I). However, the coalescence path was from the right tip of
the �rst �aw (I) to the center of adjacent second �aw (II) at
t� 50 μs. Around time t� 45 μs, the antiwing crack propa-
gated to both the top and bottom of the specimen, which

initiated and propagated to a certain distance from the �rst
�aw (I). For the left tips of �aw, the antiwing cracks co-
alesced on the wing crack that referred to the linkage of the
two preexisting �aws.

For model c, there has been a more complicated, crack
coalescence behavior. Coalescence referred to the linkage of
the left of two �aws’ tips (I and II) by a wing crack trajectory
that initiated the second preset �aw (II) at t� 45 μs.
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Figure 13: �e crack propagation on the surface of and inside the specimen with �aw depth b� 20mm at select time. �e �rst row (a–d) is
for the crack propagation on the surface of the specimen, and the second row (a′–d′) is for crack propagation inside the specimen (plan
section B-B′ in Figure 3(a)).
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Figure 14: �e crack propagation on the surface of and inside the specimen with �aw depth b� 20mm at select time. �e �rst row (a–d) is
for the crack propagation on the surface of the specimen, and the second row (a′–d′) is for crack propagation inside the specimen (plan
section B-B′ in Figure 3(a)).
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And when t was 60 μs, the linkage of two right �aws’ tips (I
and II) by a wing crack trajectory was initiated at the �rst
�aw (I). Unlike model b, there occurred another crack
coalescence. �e coalescence points are relatively far away

from the dotted reference line. �e antiwing cracks that
initiated at the left of the third �aw (III) coalesced to the
wing cracks that linked two �aws (I and II) at t� 50 μs. After
the coalescence, these two cracks continued to propagate as
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Figure 15: �e fracture process for (a) the physical experiment conducted by Zou and (b) the �nal fracture patterns for numerical
simulation.
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Figure 16: Numerical simulation of AE counts and accumulative AE energy versus time due to impact with the �aw depth of (a) 6mm, (b)
20mm, and (c) 40mm.
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one crack trajectory. For the process of coalescence with
three preexisting �aws, not all the preexisting �aw tips
appeared as wing cracks or antiwing cracks. �ere were no
cracks that were observed in the right tips of two �aws (II
and III).

Figure 20 shows the plots of AE counts and accumulative
AE energy released for the specimen with the multi�aws. As
the numerical simulation results depict, the trend of AE
counts in time distribution and the cumulative AE energy
released are basically similar. For example, majorities of AE
counts were found after time t� 20 μs, and it remained stable
until time t� 80 μs. �e AE counts peak emerged in these
three cases was all at about t� 50 μs, when the stress wave
was nearly applied. However, the accumulative AE energy

increased as the number of cracks increased in this study.
Figure 21 presents the numerical simulation of accumulative
AE counts with multi�aws. �e accumulative AE counts
curve shows a concave phenomenon and slows growth with
the addition of �aw number. �e coalescence behavior and
AE events in rocks mainly depend on the stress distribution.
�e in�uence of multi�aws of the specimen on the failure
process can be explained by the fact that the re�ection and
superposition of the stress waves of the specimen is more
frequent and complicated with the increase in the number of
�aws. �e coalescence behavior with three preexisting �aws
is more completely di�erent than that with the two pre-
existing �aws case. �e coalescence between �aw tips is not
easy to achieve under more preexisting �aws model.
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Figure 17: Numerical simulation of the accumulative AE counts due to impact loading with di�erent �aw depths.
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Figure 18: �e crack propagation on the surface of and inside the specimen with two parallel �aws at select time. �e �rst row (a–d) is for
the crack propagation on the surface of the specimen and the second row (a′–d′) is for the crack propagation inside the specimen (plan
section B-B′ in Figure 3(a)).
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Figure 19: �e crack propagation on the surface of and inside the specimen with three parallel �aws at select time. �e �rst row (a–d) is for
the crack propagation on the surface of the specimen, and the second row (a′–d′) is for the crack propagation inside the specimen (plan
section B-B′ in Figure 3(a)).
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Figure 20: Numerical simulation of AE counts and accumulative AE energy versus time due to impact with the multi�aws. �e specimen
with (a) single �aw, (b) two parallel �aws, and (c) three parallel �aws.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Comparison with Static Results. Static compression tests
for rock specimens with a preexisting surface �aw in three
dimensional were conducted by Wu [37]. Figure 22 shows
the numerical and experimental results of the previous
study, which presents the failure mode of the specimen with
a preexisting surface �aw. Model size and cracking setting in
the static experiment are the same as the dynamic numerical
simulation in this paper. It can be seen from the cracking
mode that static numerical simulation is di�erent from the
results of this research.

First, only all the antiwing cracks emerged in static
simulation, but they cannot be propagated to the top or
bottom of the specimen. Second, the tensile cracks are not
appeared, which are perpendicular to the loading direction.
In dynamic loading, the compressive stress wave would be
transformed the tensile, when they reached the boundaries
and the preexisting �aw. However, there is no such phe-
nomenon under the static loading condition. �ird, the
crack propagation path of the specimens under static loading
is smoother and straighter. For example, the antiwing cracks
emerged on the surface of the specimen in these two loading
conditions, but their propagated path was a straighter line
and could not occur curling in the static loading condition.
In addition, the cracks initiated around the �aw dominate
the static failure of the specimen containing a single �aw.
However, the failure of the specimen was due to a large
number of horizontal tensile cracks under the dynamic
loading condition.�ese data indicate that the failure modes
of the specimen with a single �aw under di�erent loading
conditions are signi�cantly di�erent. Under the dynamic
loading condition, the macroscopic failure caused by a larger
amount of short tensile cracks and more smaller size
fragments is produced.

6.2. Di�erent Crack Propagation Velocities between Cracks on
the Surface of and inside the Specimen. Figure 23 depicts the

crack propagation velocity versus time curves, where W
represents the wing cracks that initiated at the right tip of the
preexisting crack. And S represents the shell crack that
initiated at the inner edge of the �aw. �ese two types of
cracks initiated at di�erent times are described above. �e
wing cracks initiated at about t� 30 μs and the propagation
velocity of the crack W on the surface of the specimen
rapidly raised and reached the respective peak around at
t� 45 μs after initiation, in which, the maximum propaga-
tion velocity of the crack W was 1045m/s. After that, the
propagation velocity of the crack W reduced to 949m/s at
time t� 50 μs and then drastically declined to 125m/s when
time t� 55 μs. When time t� 65 μs after impact, the prop-
agation velocity decreased to 0m/s.

Around time t� 35 μs, the shell-like cracks initiated and
the propagation velocity of the crack S rapidly raised and
reached the respective peak at 40 μs after the crack initiation,
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Figure 21: Numerical simulation of the accumulative AE counts
due to impact loading with di�erent �aw numbers.
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Figure 22: �e results of the rock specimen containing a preex-
isting �aw with an dip angle of 45° under the static loading
condition.
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Figure 23: Crack tip propagation velocity for the wing crack
propagation and the shell-like crack propagation.
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which reached 599m/s. +e propagation velocity of the
crack S was reduced to 100m/s after 50 μs since it reached
the respective first peak. After that, it raised again and
reached 399m/s around t� 55 μs. When t� 70 μs, the
propagation velocity reduced to 0m/s.

As presented in numerical results, the wing crack on the
specimen surface initiated earlier than the shell-like cracks
that initiated inside the specimen, and the crack W propa-
gation velocity was also far greater than the crack S. +ese
phenomena may due to the stress wave dispersion effect
inside the rock. During the propagation process, the prop-
agation velocity may have a fluctuations. Crack propagation
velocity inside the specimen is markedly different from that
on the surface.

7. Conclusion

+is paper carried out the numerical simulation of 3D crack
initiation and propagation on dynamics rock fracturing test
by RFPA3D_Dynamic. +e conclusions are summarized as
follows:

(1) +e crack initiation and propagation on the surface
are apparently different from that inside the rock
specimen. +e wing cracks and antiwing cracks on
the surface are initiated earlier and propagated
longer than the shell-like cracks inside the rock
specimen.

(2) +e change rule of crack direction on the surface is
also more complicated than that of inside. +e ve-
locity of wing cracks and antiwing cracks propaga-
tion is greater than that of shell-like cracks. So, shell-
like cracks cannot be referred as wing cracks that
initiated from the inner contour of the preexisting
flaw.

(3) +e deeper the crack depths, the more the number of
cracks; the greater the impact force, the more cracks
the rock sample produces, the more the acoustic
emission energy is released, and the more severe the
rock breaks.

(4) +e coalescence between flaw tips is not easy, and the
coalescence of preexisting flaws usually needs two or
multiple cracks to achieve. +e coalescence points
occurred not only in the preexisting flaw but also in
the trajectory of the wing cracks and antiwing cracks.

(5) Short tensile cracks are the dominant reason for
specimen failure, and the degree of fragmentation is
more serious under dynamic loading condition
compared to the static loading condition. Only the
antiwing cracks emerged on the surface specimen
under static loading condition.
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